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QUESTION 1

By copying block volume backups to another region at regular intervals, it makes it easier for you to rebuild applications
and data in the destination region if a region-wide disaster occurs in the source region. Which IAM Policy statement
allows the VolumeAdmins group to copy volume backups between regions? 

A. Allow group VolumeAdmins to use volumes in tenancy 

B. Allow group VolumeAdmins to copy volume\\' backups in tenancy 

C. Allow group VolumeAdmins to manage volume-family In tenancy 

D. Allow group VolumeAdmins to inspect volumes in tenancy 

Correct Answer: C 

The backups feature of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Block Volume service lets you make a point- intime snapshot of
the data on a block volume.These backups can then be restored to new volumes either immediately after a backup or at
a later time that you choose. You can copy block volume backups between regions using the Console, command line
interface (CLI), SDKs, or REST APIs. To copy volume backups between regions, you must have permission to read and
copy volume backups in the source region, and permission to create volume backups in the destination region. to do all
things with block storage volumes, volume backups, and volume groups in all compartments with the exception of
copying volume backups across regions. Allow group VolumeAdmins to manage volume-family in tenancy The
aggregate resource type volume-family does not include the VOLUME_BACKUP_COPY permission, so to enable
copying volume backups across regions you need to ensure that you include the third statement in that policy, which is:
Allow group VolumeAdmins to use volume-backups in tenancy where request.permission=\\'VOLUME
_BACKUP_COPY\\' 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Oracle database system in a virtual cloud network (VCN) that needs to be accessible on port 

1521 from your on-premises network CIDR 172.17.0.0/24. 

You have the following configuration currently. 

Virtual cloud network (VCD) is associated with a Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG), and DRG has an 

active IPSec connection with your on-premises data center. 

Oracle database system is hosted in a private subnet 

The private subnet route table has the following configuration The private subnet route table has following 

configuration. 
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However, you are still unable to connect to the Oracle Database system. Which action will resolve this issue? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 
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D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a Virtual Machine instance running in their Oracle Cloud Infrastructure tenancy. They 

realized that they wrongly picked a smaller shape for their compute instance. They are reaching out to you 

to help them fix the issue. 

Which of the below options is best recommended to suggest to the customer? 

A. Delete the running instance and spin up a new instance with the desired shape. 

B. Change the shape of instance without reboot, but stop all the applications running on instance beforehand to prevent
data corruption. 

C. Change the shape of the virtual machine instance using the Change Shape feature available in the console. 

D. OCI doesn\\'t allow such an operation. 

Correct Answer: C 

You can change the shape of a virtual machine (VM) instance without having to rebuild your instances or redeploy your
applications. This lets you scale up your Compute resources for increased performance, or scale down to reduce cost.
When you change the shape of an instance, you select a different processor, number of cores, amount of memory,
network bandwidth, and maximum number of VNICs for the instance. The instance\\'s public and private IP addresses,
volume attachments, and VNIC attachments remain the same. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three options are available to migrate an Oracle database 12.x from an on-premises environment to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Leverage OCI Storage Gateway asynchronous database migration option. 

B. Use Oracle Data Pump Export/Import to migrate the database. 

C. Configure RMAN cross-platform transportable tablespace backup sets. 

D. Setup OCI schema and data transfer tool with Bare Metal DB Systems as the target. 

E. Create a backup of your on-premises database In OCI DB Systems. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/mig-onprembackup.htm 

 

QUESTION 5
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A startup company is looking for a solution for processing of data transmitted by the IOT devices fitted to transport
vehicles that carry frozen foods. The data should be consumed and processed in real time. The processed data should
be archived to OCI Object Storage bucket. and use Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle analytics. Which
architecture will help you meet this requirement? 

A. Use OCI Streaming Service to collect the incoming biometric data. Use an open source Hadoop cluster to analyze
the data horn streaming service. Store the results to OCI Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle complex
analytics 

B. Use OCI Streaming Service to collect the incoming biometric data. Use Oracle Functions to process the date and
show the results on a real-time dashboard and store the results lo OCI Object Storage Store the data In OCI
Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle analytics. 

C. Create an OCI Object Storage bucket to collect the incoming biometric data from the smart pet collar Fetch the data
horn OC\ Object storage to OCI Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) every day and run analytics Jobs with it 

D. Launch an open source Hadoop cluster to collect the Incoming biometrics data Use an Open source Fluentd cluster
to analyze the- data me results to OCI Autonomous Transaction Processing (ADW)to handle complex analytics 

Correct Answer: B 

Real-time processing of high-volume streams of data 

- OCI Streaming service provides a fully managed, scalable, durable storage option for continuous, highvolume streams
of data that you can consume and process in real-time 

-Use cases Log and Event data collection Web/Mobile activity data ingestion IoT Data streaming for processing and
alerts Messaging: use streaming to decouple components of large systems 

- Oracle managed service with REST APIs (Create, Put, Get, Delete) 

-Integrated Monitoring 
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